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Nationals: Save the Date!
Join your Contemporary
Romance chapter members for
a dessert social with industry
panel during RWA Nationals in
San Antonio, Texas:
RWA Nationals Party
Thursday, 7/24
7:30-9:30 p.m.
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Upcoming Editor Q&A and Pitch Contest
March 21 on our chapter blog: another great Editor
Q&A and Pitch Contest with Amanda Bergeron,
Editor, HarperCollins/Avon/William Morrow.
Last month’s Editor Q&A with Entangled Publishing’s
Heather How land was full of great info AND garnered
17 requests from Heather and other Entangled editors!
http://contemporaryromance.org/2014/02/q-a-andpitch-contest-with-editor-heather-howland/
Congratulations and good luck to:
Karin Baine
Heidi Ulrich
Bailey Edwards
Janice Foy
Shelly C. Alexander
Sarah Bailey
Kelly Jensen
Lisa Wells
Amber Munnerlyn
Monica Tillery
Tami Lund
Maria Michaels
Carolyn Crimi
Sherry Cole
Autumn Jones Lake
Brynn Pariseau
Joyce Ward

President: Laura Kaye
Vice-President: VaNessa Duplessie
Treasurer: Celia Lucente
Secretary: Debra Sennefelder
PAN Liaison: Robin Covington
PRO Liaison: Melanie Cremins

From the President
Happy New Year everyone! March is a little late to be offering that particular
greeting, I’ll admit, but it’s never too late to decide that today’s a new day with a
new goal. You are all writers. And writers write. So, the goal I challenge you to
accept is to write everyday. That’s right. Butt In Chair, Hands On Keyboard
(BICHOK!) everyday.
As writers, one of our biggest challenges is finding time to make forward progress
on our manuscripts, especially if we don’t have a deadline hanging over our heads
making us work (and sometimes even when we do!). Slow progress can cause
motivation problems because we begin to feel the weight of how much more work
we have yet to do on our story. And the only surefire way to combat the second
problem is to sit down to your computer and see that you’ve made progress since
the last time.
But how to deal with that first problem? Time is the quintessential non-renewable
commodity and, if you’re anything like me, it’s the hardest thing to find enough of.
But in challenging you to write everyday, I’m not challenging you to write all day
everyday. Commit to 30 minutes or an hour. Where could you carve that kind of
time out of your day to make sure you’re making forward progress? I do it by
watching a lot less television and by staying up a lot later than I used to. I have a
friend who bought a desk treadmill, so she can work while working out, and I know
someone else who writes on their iPad while on the treadmill at the gym. If you’re
lucky enough to be able to write in small windows of time, what about those twenty
minutes you sit in the carpool line to pick up your kids? If you work a full-time job,
can you write during your lunch hour?
You can also think of the time you’d need to write everyday another way. Instead of
committing to minutes, commit to words. Commit to 100 words or 500 or 1,000
everyday. One hundred words is the equivalent of a few sentences, five hundred
the equivalent of about two pages, and a thousand, about four. If you do more
than your daily goal (and I bet you often will!), you’ll be that much further ahead of
the game.
The nice thing about a word-count goal is you can estimate how long it’ll take you
to finish a manuscript at that pace. If you’re writing a category romance with a goal
of 60,000 words and you’ve committed to 500 words a day, you can now plan that,
if you write even five days a week, it’ll take you six months to finish your draft. That
means you could finish two of those books in a year. What a great year that would
be! And isn’t it easier to think to yourself, I have to write 500 words today, than, I
have to write two books this year? The first one has you nodding your head and
cracking your knuckles in determination. The second one has you curling up in the
corner of your couch with a pint of Ben & Jerrys!
So, what goal can you commit to? Because YOU ARE A WRITER. And writers write.
Here’s to you writing ALL the words!
Laura Kaye
RWA-CR President

Call for Workshop Proposals
The Contemporary Romance Chapter of the Romance Writers of America is
accepting proposals for workshops for any time during the 2014 or early 2015
membership years.
We are interested in workshops in ALL
following broad categories:
• Genre or Category romance
• Plotting
• GMC
• Deep POV
• Queries/Synopses/Pitching
• Business side of writing

possible topics that fall under the







Craft
Character Development
Story Structure
Planning/writing sequels/series
Marketing/Social Media/Branding
Self-publishing

All our classes occur on-line, via a private Yahoo loop or website forum. Classes
can range in length from 1 day, 1 week, 2 weeks, or more. The chapter splits
the proceeds of each class 50/50 with the instructor.
Please submit all proposals to RWA-CR Vice-President VaNessa Duplessie at:
vduplessie AT hotmail DOT com with the following information listed in the
body of the email:
Name and Email of Instructor:
Title/Brief Description of Workshop:
Bio:
Months/Dates you are available to teach the course:
Thank you for considering RWA-Contemporary Romance!
***Permission to forward granted.***
	
  

PRO Corner: Taking Time to Learn
So we’re pros. We’ve completed manuscripts, we’ve revised, we’ve submitted. Many of us have
published. We write; we are writers.
To some extent, it’s natural to proceed as if, since we’re certified PROs and all, we pretty much know
what we’re doing. Not that there isn’t room for improvement, but we’re comfortable saying that we
know how to do the most basic (yet difficult) part of this job: writing a book.
Additionally, I’ve found that focusing on the goal (be that pitching, promoting, publishing, or finishing
the next book) can be so absorbing that it doesn’t leave room for stopping to learn new lessons. I
constantly attend workshops and flip through craft books and bookmark things online that I know will
be helpful to me – later. Someday. When I have time to stop and look at them. After all, I’m so busy
now, writing and editing and, oh, any number of things that are important to my fledgling writing
career. Not to mention all of the real life (family, day job, gossip, the internet) that demands my
thoughtful focus.
We’re all learning all the time – as we read authors we admire, as we participate in our writing
communities, as we scroll through RWA’s PRO forums – but how often are we actively sitting down to
apply those lessons to our own work? And how often are we seeking out new lessons? Personally, I
tend to wait until I’m at a stopping point with my WIP, and then think ‘what have I gleaned lately that
will help me improve?’ But ultimately, I’m creating more work for myself than if I’d absorbed and
incorporated the lesson when I first encountered it.
So my advice and my challenge to you is this: stop. When you hear a great tip, when you get tingles of
jealousy at how well someone else wrote a scene, when you’re bookmarking a craft article, stop and
think about your own writing. How does it resonate, why did it work, how can you use it? Think, make
notes, brainstorm, and then, wiser now, get back to pursuing your goals.
Melanie Cremins
RWA-CR PRO Liaison

CONTEMPORARY
ROMANCE

The RWA-CR Chapter
presents

2014 Stiletto Contest

For Unpublished Contemporary
Romantic Fiction

***DEADLINE 5/31/14***
For More Info:

contemporaryromance.org
or email Debra or VaNessa at
StilettoContest@gmail.com

PAN Corner: Take Control of Your Writing Career with a Business Plan
So you’ve decided that you want to take control of your writing career. Yay! Well done. And to do it, you’re going to write a
business plan. You smart cookie, you.
What should you include in your business plan? A traditional formal business plan typically has three main parts with seven
sub-sections. They have very official and business-y sounding names like Executive Summary and Competitive Analysis. I'm
falling asleep already.
Being an author entrepreneur isn't the traditional start-up business, so you won't be writing the same old boring sleeping pill.
You wouldn't write the same book as someone else, so don't write the same business plan.
If there is a section that makes you nauseated just thinking about it, save it. Don't let the time and research you'll need to do
overwhelm you or make you sick. Just do a little bit at a time. Some of the sections you should be able to do in a coffee
break. A few sections you’ll need to take a few coffee breaks or even a lunch break to get your ideas in order.
There are three main parts of your business plan. Hmm, similar to the three-act structure. Interesting how art follows life (or
vice versa).
Act I — The Book
The business concept is your first act. In Act I, you'll talk about what kind of writing you plan to do and how you'll be
successful. You'll organize that information into a few sections.
The Blurb (traditionally called The Executive Summary): The back of a book gives you a general idea of what the story or ideas
inside are about. Same goes for your business plan. This summary gives the main points of your plan — the big picture. You
can do it first, or last. If you do it first, it might give you focus for the rest of the plan, but you can write the rest of the plan
first and do the blurb last when you've solidified all of your ideas and have them in print.
The Cover (traditionally known as the business description or company overview): Take a look at a good book cover. You
should get a sense of quite a few things about it, like the genre, its intended audience, and in a print book, about how many
pages are in it. This section of your plan will give some details about the publishing business and where your place in that
world is.
The Acknowledgements Page (an operations and management plan): It takes a village, or so the saying goes. The same is
true to create a book for publication. In this section, you'll detail your writing process and who is involved, like critique
partners, beta readers, etc. If you’d like to work with an agent, editor, publisher, proofreader, cover artist, printer, or the other
plethora of people who go into getting your book on the shelf, put them here too. You can also include advisors, mentors or
people in professional organizations you belong to.
The Chapters (a design and development plan, the action plan): This section is the meat of the project, just like the chapters
in a book. You'll take all those pretty goals you’ve been meaning to get to and apply the SMART philosophy to them. SMART
stands for specific, measurable, attainable, realistic, and timely. Then you can make yourself some to-do lists to get those
goals accomplished.
Act II — The Bookstore
The bookstore section is where you'll consider who your potential readers are and who your competition is in your genre(s).
You'll also look at how you can position yourself and your books to beat out the competition. This is the part of the plan
where you discuss how to build your platform. The sections to do this in are:	
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PAN Corner, Continued….
The Shelves (the industry): It is a good idea to be aware of what's going on in the publishing industry and in your genre. In
this section, you'll give an overall view of trends and the future of books and book buying.
Your Shelf (competitive analysis): You don't just need to know about publishing in general, but what's going on in your genre.
Here you'll evaluate who your ideal reader is, who else is writing and selling books like yours, and determine how you can
stand out among the millions of other books people buy every day.
Getting
	
   in the Bag (marketing strategies): We all wish our publishers would spend a million dollars in co-op money to get our
book placed at the front of all the stores, or we’d get a TV ad on during the Superbowl, or maybe an appearance on Oprah's
book club.
But in reality we have to do a majority of our marketing ourselves. So you might as well have a plan, right? This section will
also include information on building your brand, your social media, and promotions.
Act III — The Bank
The bank section discusses, well, money. How much money can you make being a writer? It all depends on how much you
have to spend. Budgets and spreadsheets and taxes, oh my! This part doesn't have to be scary. You don't have to use
complicated software that produces P&L statements. But you can plan for income and get an idea of how much you'll be
spending to get your book on the shelves.

If you're excited about creating an action plan, do the Chapters section first. If you're dying to get a marketing plan together,
work on Getting in the Bag. You'll probably want to save The Bank for last, since it will be easier once you know what you'll
be spending and making money on.
Just like any good book your plan deserves an honest review. Make sure to look over your plan at least once a year to
evaluate what worked and what you might need to revise for your next edition.
Amy Denim
www.coffeebreaksocialmedia.com
	
  

